The interface between cyberspace and psychotherapeutic space. Relationship avoidance and intimacy in adolescent psychotherapy.
This paper documents one aspect of an adolescent boy's psychotherapy, as a basis for discussion of the theoretical issues for introducing cyberspace communication into psychodynamic therapy. The patient's "blogging" serves as a platform for consideration of several seemingly contradictory functions. It is an avenue for the patient to reveal himself while maintaining comfortable control and also avoiding direct contact with the therapist and diluting communication. The blog writing allows for the regulation of emotions to some degree as well as an experience of solitude with an imagined audience. This therapy is in the context of the adolescent roller coaster--loss, anger, distancing while yearning for intimacy, and acting out. Changes in the therapy are mirrored by vicissitudes in the function and content of the blog. Cyberspace communication is a hallmark of the present generation. The implications of introducing it into adolescent therapy as well as refraining from it need to be considered. We attempt here to examine the role of this new space with regard to the patient, the therapist, the therapeutic relationship, and the course of therapy.